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Editorial
Dear Readers,
A special issue because of the story (page 9)
witten by Douglas Rogers. A great story to read
over the holidays. Besides being the man who
brought the classical music for the English
Concertina back to life in the eighties of last century (he dug up all
this music from the British Library and had new compositions
written for the English Concertina) he also is an excellent narrator
and writer and was my teacher at the Conservatoire in the
Netherlands. I enjoyed reading “The Final Rehearsal” tremendously
and hopefully you will too. Paul Walker and myself are still aiming to
write more extensively about Douglas. An interview is what we are
thinking of. Paul at the moment though needs to overcome a few
health issues and I wish him a speedy recovery.
Of course I am grateful to all contributors and welcome all reports
from concertina groups. Including photos.
The commitee also welcomes any ideas or suggestions and they will
always be considered seriously.
Because of the Holidays I have decided to insert a larger Music
Supplement and hopefully you will help me fill next issues again.
Music that is free of copyright is more than welcome.
Enjoy and have a wonderful and musical 2017
Pauline

Next deadline is 15 February 2017
Please find on the pages in the back
- a list of new members joined in 2016,
- recollections of 40 year members Peter and Lyn
Law and a
- reminder for the payment of your subscription for
2017.
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Provisional Program for AGM 22 April 2017
hosted by The Westmidlands Concertina Group
Ann Oliver
Please make a note in your agenda PS
John Kirkpatrick workshop on Shropshire tunes in the
morning before the AGM.
And a concert after the AGM.
Two members of Westmidlands group will do a spot at
the start of the concert.
Provisional programme is:
10.00 a.m. coffee/tea
10.30 - 12.30 workshop
12.30 - 2.00 lunch break
2.00 AGM
4.00 ish break. Refreshments offered
5.30 concert
For lunch, there are 2 pubs very near which provide food
- one is a very well-known Black Country pub. There is
also the large Merry Hill shopping centre a 10 minute
walk away with various food outlets.
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A fancy Anglo in York Castle Museum
Claire Wren
I was in York this week and visited the York Castle Museum. From
the Website:
"The York Castle Museum was founded by Dr John Kirk, a doctor
from Pickering, North Yorkshire, and houses his extraordinary
collection of social history, reflecting everyday life in the county.
One of its renowned displays is the reconstructed Victorian street,
Kirkgate, that has been hugely influential in museum displays
worldwide. "
One mock-up shop front was a music shop and this concertina was
in the window. This was as close as I could get. Obviously an Anglo
but I've never seen one with these fancy ends.
Were many made like this and why would anyone make one like
this? The bellows are the traditional shape.
I put a photo on my facebook page and had this comment from
Peter Dunk, a player with Kettle Bridge concertinas:

" Although it has six
sides there only three
screws holding the ends
on which is typical of
the cheap "AngloGerman" concertinas
produced by numerous
workshops in
Klingenthal, Saxony.
The reeds will be brass
fixed to long zinc plates
rather like a harmonica
and the general build
quality will be pretty
poor. Not a precious
gem I'm afraid!"
Why was this concertina made. Was it a one-off? <>
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Leveret CD “In the Round”
reviewed by Peter Dyson
The three musicians who make up Leveret; Robert
Harbron (English concertina), Andy Cutting
(diatonic button accordion and melodeon), and Sam
Sweeney (violin, viola), are three of England's
finest traditional musicians, playing here at the
very top of their game. Their musical backgrounds
include playing in bands such as Blowzabella, the
Kate Rusby Band, Bellowhead, Eliza Carthy's
Wayward Band, The Full English, Fay Hield's the
Hurricane Party, as well as many solo and duet offerings. And
almost exactly one year after releasing their first, brilliant CD “New
Anything” in January 2015, here comes another tour de force in
their new release “In the Round”.
“In the Round” was recorded live in St Martin's, an octagonal church
in Stoney Middleton, Derbyshire, and the playing and the recording
are both of the highest standard. No one person leads, they pass
the baton between them, weaving subtle lines together beautifully,
at a relaxed and unhurried pace. Rob Harbron's concertina is
perhaps a little further forward in the mix here than on the previous
release.
The music is drawn from some of the same sources they used on
their first CD and it sounds bright and fresh. They have dipped back
into John Offord's collection, “John of the Green, The Cheshire Way”
for a couple of tunes, and revisited Playford and the Joshua Gibbons
Manuscript for others. Rob Harbron contributed four of his own
compositions which blend in
seamlessly with the older, traditional
material. The transition between
“Glory of the Sun” and “The Road to
Poynton”, for example, on track 6, is
particularly deftly handled.
In summary, ten tracks, 14 tunes,
and 51 minutes of musical and
instrumental brilliance; all very
English, it will definitely start your
toes tapping.
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The band web site is:
www.leveretband.com
where you can listen to tracks from both Leveret CDs and then buy
the CDs from their shop.
Individual web sites include:
www.robertharbron.com
where if you click the Tunes tab, you can look at the sheet music for
Dundas from this CD (as well as several other Harbron tunes), and
watch and listen to a video of them playing it at the same time.
Which demonstrates that the dots really are just a skeleton upon
which they hang a great deal of musical ability. It is very instructive
indeed to read any of the music on their CDs and listen to how they
develop the tune, the three instruments weaving their lines in and
out, but never getting in each others way.
Also:www.andy-cutting.co.uk
And:www.samsweeneymusic.com
And there are plenty of video samples on YouTube from this and
from their previous CD, as well as videos of some live performances.
See the band web site for tour dates and locations – catch them if
you can. <>
Scandinavian Squeeze-In
April 28-30, 2017
Torna Hällestad, Skåne (southern Sweden)
www.nonce.dk/SSI
Email: ssi@nonce.dk
Phone:
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INTERNET VIDEO JUKEBOX 10
With DJ Paul Walker

For speedy access: Go straight to the ICA web
site where Michel van der Meiren, our ace
Webmaster, has turned the hyperlinks (the gobbledygook bit) into a
stunning TV-like slideshow. Excellent work, Michel.

Mairead Hurley – concertina - “Two jigs, The Geese in The Bog
and Cnocán Teampaill” Another stunningly good young Irish player.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k68EExhy-3c
“Those Magnificent Men in their Flying Machines” - This recording is
by a 32 piece Concertina Band gathered at a residential weekend
run by Banding Together and held at Hannah's at Seale-Hayne
near Newton Abbott. The guest conductor at the 2015 weekend was
John Hammonds, whose arrangement this is.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZ2jaxOwYxs
“SPA-NOPÉDIE” ~ A Gymnopédie for Concertina Band by Claire
Wren - after a Birthday treat to the Thermal Bath Spa in Bath,
suspended in that gloriously warm mineral water being wafted
around by the "lazy river". Claire decided it was in the style of a
Gymnopédie but I called it SPA-NOPÉDIE instead as it was so much
more relaxing than a Gym!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3zA7atX5_o
CAITLÍN & CIARÁN: TUNES: ”Sunday's Well Waltz/Joe Cooley's
Morning Dew/New Mown Meadow”
Musicians: Caitlín Nic Gabhann, Ciarán Ó Maonaigh, Seán Óg
Graham, Cathal Ó Currain. A fine young foursome on TV.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFUTmiij1J4
Keith Kendrick/Anglo Concertina “Egg and Cabbage/Melody Line”.
Lively English tunes with great harmonies.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdSYtt4_cE&index=14&list=PL51F8FC461ACC6698
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“Andante Largo (by Fernando Sor)” played on English concertina Prof Rat (AKA Danny Chapman?) - very sensitive playing utilising
the harmony potential of a Wheatstone tenor/treble
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dvh8O6X7Pa0
also Prof Rat
“The Cheshire Waltz”https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VE1a_ssTDI
(meleodion.net Tune of the Month March 2011)
“Rhosymedre” (Vaughan Williams) - This one-take track was played
by 36 concertina musicians January 2011. See
www.concertinaband.org.uk for clips from Hawkwood Concertina
Band's CD "Marches and Tunes", and information about the piccolo,
treble, baritone and bass concertinas. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAylfbi22h8
Grumpa playing his concertina. - (Uncle James in the Bahamas) a
waltz & merango. Barefoot in Shanty town - world music on a red
pearloid Stagi anglo. Wonderful.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AM6W-oN4ntU
Bo Hog and the Rooters – “Rake 'n' Scrape”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1EvYKYqCoH4
A special treat from world renowned musicians: Pompey "Bo Hog"
Johnson, accordion, Crystal Smith on the saw, and Cedell Hunter on
the goombay drum; New Bight, Cat Island, Bahamas.
Real island music - how can you resist a musical saw!

Readers : please share your YouTube links of concertina
players of any genre with the editor. <>
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The Final Rehearsal
by Douglas Rogers
A Report by Mr Harold Deacon, a journalist for the Battersea
and Wandsworth Observer, of a rehearsal at Clapham Hall,
Clapham Old Town, London, S. by Mr Richard Blagrove's
Concertina Orchestra, on Tuesday, December 28th 1875.
The report was never published, apparently. Notes on the MS suggest it may have been
submitted to the Cornhill Magazine. It was found in a box of Deacon's papers bought at a
market stall in Norwich in 1982. (How it got there remains a mystery).
By an extraordinary coincidence the report came to my attention a few months after I had
purchased an 1850s Rock Chidley bass concertina. Though basically sound, the instrument
needed a complete overhaul. It lacked thumb straps and hardware, fourth finger rests, a couple
of reeds and bits of fretwork.
It also had a horrible seven inch gash in the bellows…

Transcribed and edited by Douglas Rogers.

It's the last rehearsal before the evening concert. Nine members of the little
orchestra are seated on the brass-railed stage at the east end of Clapham Hall.
They've already had an hour's rehearsal in the morning, have enjoyed their
sandwiches or pasties from a nearby pie shop, washed down—in at least two
instances—by a tankard of beer, and are now preparing themselves for the next
opus to be worked-up, accompanied by the usual tweak and tweedle of a phrase
or two, the rustling of paper, the scrape of chairs and the murmur of subdued
voices.
Sixty feet away, at the other end of the room, stands a small curtained entrance
lobby. On its left is a large cast-iron stove which, despite the expert attentions
of Mr John Jukes the caretaker (not half-an-hour before), is incapable of
dispelling the chill and the gloom. On the other side of the lobby is a make-do
box office in the form of a table and two chairs. Draped on the wall above hangs
a large rather dusty-looking Union Jack. Put up by the borough some years before
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to celebrate a local visit by Her Majesty the Queen, Time has turned its artistic
drape to mournful droop.
Near the stove are two or three hat stands. There are also coat hooks right along
the back wall, some already burdened with damp capes and cloaks and
macintoshes. Incontinent umbrellas, having protected their owners from the
downpour, now stand in umbrella racks micturating into the tin trays beneath
them.
The rain pounds on the roof. It lashes the panes of the four large neo-gothic
windows.
The roof is supported by black-beam vaulting, stark against the white distemper
of the walls above the dark panelled wainscotting. Gas lamps as yet unlit depend
from high-up thin pipes (which are still festooned with ivy from the Christmas
luncheon organised by the Society for the Relief of the Homeless Poor) that
cross the open space. There is a line of gas lamps above the stage and still more
on the walls. Four brass floor-standing candelabras, their candles not yet inserted
for fear of theft, wait in the wings.
Seven rows of ten folding chairs, with an aisle down the middle, take up the
centre of the hall. Bestrewn along most of the front row are assorted bags and
coats of the fourteen participants, together with a variety of hexagonal concertina
boxes and leather music cases. The four singers—a trim soprano and a stately
contralto; a tall tenor and a corpulent bass—with their diminutive and rather
scrawny male accompanist, none of whom is required at present, inhabit the
second row, reading or chatting sotto voce. A few friends and family members
are dotted about.
Petite Mrs Richard Blagrove, the quondam Miss Eliza Freeth, with elegant cream
and black dress and feathered little pork-pie hat is at the Kirkman concert grand
pianoforte stage-left. To her left is her eight-year-old son Arthur, oldest of three
children, her page turner. To her right and somewhat downstage is her husband
of nine years, the august Richard Manning Blagrove, professor of viola at the
Royal Academy of Music and eminent exponent of the concertina. He and his
little concertina orchestra take up the rest of the moderate-sized stage with their
music-stands and progressively larger and increasingly expansible instruments—
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from treble (the size of a tea-caddy) to contrabass (the size of a hat-box). They
are seated on bentwood chairs in as compact a semi-circle as is practicable given
the elasticity of the instruments.
At the centre rear of the stage is the door through which the performers will
make their exits and entrances. It leads directly to the green room. There are
steps stage-right down to the floor of the auditorium. Near their foot is a side
door leading to a corridor in which, on the left, is a set of stairs providing public
access to the green room, while straight ahead is an outside door giving onto the
cobbled mews and the privies.
Then a single voice is heard. Mr Blagrove is calling for attention. When all is
silent, watchful, he gives the count and executes a gentle baton-like swing of his
concertina. The band embarks on the major work of the concert, Weber's
Konzertstück in F minor Op.79 for pianoforte and orchestra whose woodwind
and string parts have been adapted by RMB for seven concertinas: three trebles,
two tenors, a bass and a contrabass.
It’s a difficult and lengthy work and he's been unable to organise more than two
previous full rehearsals for it. The performance in each was not of a high order
and on this account he feels an unwonted and most provoking disquiet.
So far, however, all is going well. The performers are two or three pages into
the first section 'Larghetto affetuoso'. The pianoforte (the true hero of the work)
has just delivered the rich and beautiful exposition in response to the orchestra's
moody and charged introduction, and now the pianiste draws forth the great
rolling arpeggios which fill the room with their power and intensity. The little
audience is transfixed. The redundant artistes in the second row are silent in their
concentration on the magical sounds.
All of a sudden there’s a strangled bark followed by a grotesque and inartistic
screech: Richard Blagrove has launched his portly frame from his chair, thrusting
the thing back as he does so. He plonks his treble concertina down onto the
uncushioned seat. The tiny instrument emits a petulent squeak as Weber's music
unravels and fades out.
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Blagrove, his normally benign face now matching the colour of his purple braces,
strides round the back of the chairs to the cowering Edward Chidley.
"F' G—d's sake, Teddy," he rasps from behind Edward’s left ear, pointing at the
music, "that quaver in the second line is B flat! B flat! B FLAT! How many
times do I—? Give the bl—dy thing to me!"
The Maestro wrenches the fragile Rock Chidley bass concertina (a bone-button,
nickel-silver reeds, single-action instrument made in the early 1850s) from the
feeble hands of the maker's brother. It is not easily seized, however, for one of
Edward's sweaty thumbs sticks in its leather loop. There is a distinct and
sickening ripping sound and a noise dreadfully like a flatus. Everyone is frozen
in horror and a collective intake of breath momentarily vies with the hiss of the
rain. The bungling concertinist himself emits a high-pitched bleat (even though
he is quivering like a mouse's whisker).
The nine-year-old podgy-faced Miss Amy Chidley (tenor concertina; daughter
of Rock; cousin to fragrant Eugenie Chidley, Edward’s daughter, on treble), who
has been sticking her tongue out at the tiny Arthur Blagrove (whom she can
hardly see behind the enormous pianoforte), giggles with fright, her hand to her
mouth.
"My Dear—" begins Mrs Blagrove, open hands raised in supplication.
Blagrove ignores his wife. His jowels vibrate and his cheeks puff out. He is
going to demonstrate the B flat. In order to support the bass he flings his left
foot up onto Edward’s chair with a mighty heave. His still-muddy shoe gains
the chair but most of it lands on the incumbent’s left thigh.
The fastidious Edward is mesmerized, staring open-mouthed at his nemesis. He
very slowly attempts to inch away.
"Here!" cries Blagrove spluttering, thrusting his face at Edward, "Look! LOOK,
Teddy! This button! It's black! Black! BLACK!"
Pop-eyes a-glitter, he jabs at a black stud on the left side of the instrument. The
hall is treated to a series of B flats bent flat by the force of his attack. He
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overblows the reed in spite of the reduced pressure caused by the new-made
leak.
The unfortunate Teddy’s mouth opens and closes like a fish. He has gone white.
Of course he knows it’s B flat. He knows Blagrove knows he knows. Nearly
blinded by the misting over of his spectacles he whispers "Awfully sorry, Dickie,
old man, I—er—I—that is—er. . . " He falls silent, his mouth still working.
"Haugh!" Says Dickie loudly as if ejecting a fly from his throat. His dramatic
intervention over, he returns his foot to the floor with a final wipe on Teddy’s
buff-coloured trousers and extracts his thumbs from the loops. Teddy retrieves
his chastised and modified concertina, and swaying back and forth cradles his
wounded pet. He regards the hideous dark smear on his unmentionables.
Blagrove spins on his heel but somehow loses his balance and ends up
performing a clumsy pirouette during which his backside brushes the music-stand
of the contrabass concertina player, handsome young Charles Rutterford (who
is eyeing in disbelief a yawning tear in the bellows of his neighbour's bass),
causing the top-heavy stand and all its music to teeter. Charles, encumbered by
the ungainly instrument on his lap, strains to catch it with his foot, but he merely
nudges it, thereby accelerating its fall. It comes down with a horrid crash. Sheets
of paper sprawl all over the stage, some flying between the rails and spilling
onto the floor below.
While the mortified Charles promptly puts his contrabass on the floor and
re-erects his stand, the two Chidley girls, helped by the trim soprano, eagerly
dart about salvaging the scattered manuscripts, their curls flapping about the
nape of their graceful necks.
Meanwhile the Venerable Maestro, momentarily checked by the consequences
of his handiwork, marches back to his seat uttering a sort of dismissive snort.
With a vicious flick of the wrist he snatches up his (56-key, riveted-reeds,
rosewood ends, five folds, gold-buttoned, purple-bellowsed) Wheatstone. It
protests at its harsh treatment with an augmented fourth. The tenor crosses
himself. Richard Blagrove sits heavily. He is wheezing. He peers over the top
of his half-moon glasses at each of the players in turn as if to gauge their mood.
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Thunder rumbles, making the building vibrate and the windows rattle.
Blagrove shrugs, and shakes his head.
"Both Dr Weber and my poor friend Regondi must be turning in their graves,
what!" He growls, his jaw jutting.
To everyone’s consternation, soft-hearted Miss Eugenie Chidley begins to sob.
She is thinking of dear sweet Signor Giulio Regondi, departed these three-anda-half years.
Somewhere a gutter splashes and splatters.
Edward, who had made a rather abrupt departure to the green room with his
damaged concertina during the music-stand fiasco, now slinks into the hall
through the side door, and having replaced the instrument in its wooden box in
the front row, extracts with great care an identical bass concertina from one of
the other cases. All eyes are on him (except for Charles’ who is still feverishly
unscrambling the mass of disordered music).
Edward’s colour has partly returned, although it’s tinged with a greenish pallor.
He ascends the steps to the stage like Sydney Carton mounting the scaffold. As
he resumes his place Charles gives him a manly thump of encouragement on the
upper arm.
The weeping Eugenie has plucked her tiny embroidered hanky from her reticule.
It’s barely up to the job. Blagrove leans over and pats her arm. He clears his
throat and offers a mumbled grunt of sympathy and his own monogrammed
handkerchief the size of a hand towel.
Meanwhile Charles has finished putting the music pages in order on the stand.
Concertinas are placed on left legs. Thumbs are reinserted in the loops. Fourth
fingers nuzzle the fourth finger rests. First, second and third fingers hover over
buttons. All is ready for operations to recommence.
Richard Blagrove looks round at his wife and smiles an apology. He frowns at
Edward. He’s not going to let him off that lightly. He glances at his fob-watch
and clears his throat.
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"Now. . . Set your bellows! Fr-r-rom the top! AND. . . " Calls the Great Man,
his effortless dominance reasserted and his composure more or less regained.
This time he seems to give his concertina a rhythmic flourish that is rather more
jaunty than is suggested by the romantic and sombre opening of the Konzertstük.
Ach, wunderbar Weber!
The five second-row Redundants resume their reading and subdued chat, the
little groups of family and friends relax, and Clapham Hall resounds once again
to the commanding tones of the Kirkman and the dulcet—yet penetrating—
conversation of many reeds.
The musicians warm to their task; they lurch and roll back and forth to the ebb
and flow of the music. The concertinas are drawn and pressed; they bend and
breathe, their hexagonal faces advancing and receding, and they declare their
secrets to one another along the line, while the dance of the green-and-gold
bellows, sinuous and undulating, captivates the eye and delights the spirit.
And this time, to the relief of all, Teddy successfully negotiates the troublesome
B flat.
The rain gradually eases and what’s left of the afternoon sun begins to break
through the retreating clouds.

oooOOOOOooo
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Concertina Italian Style
Edgardo Brun
translation Maureen Hall

The author of this article is an amateur
musician who has always loved folk
music in general, and in particular Irish
folk music. As with all things, if
something is to be tackled positively, it
has to have its place in everyday life,
and so it was only after many years
that I managed to find the time for the
study of a musical instrument.
Fascinated by the English concertina, I gathered together all the
material that I had collected on this instrument over the years,
supplementing it, thanks to the internet, with new information and
contacts. Amongst all the material I looked at online, I found a
great deal of value, and I therefore decided to become a part of the
wonderful international project represented by the ICA.
After I registered I found that I am the first Italian member and this
led to the Editor of Concertina World asking me if I would like to
write an article on the concertina in my country. I accepted the
invitation and, motivated by this opportunity, I started to research
the presence of this bellows instrument in my country and I made
contact both with Italian musicians who play it, up to now no more
than a dozen, and with Italian manufacturing companies with links
to this instrument. As a result, in addition to creating a cartoon
image representing the combination of a symbol of Italian "style"
(the coffee pot) and the concertina, I also organised the information
I have found and decided to present this article as three main
topics: the history of the presence of the Anglo, of the English, and
information about Italian companies with links to the concertina.
Above all it turned out that the first people interested in the small
bellows instrument made contact with each other by attending clubs
of Irish traditional music (which has a large number of enthusiasts
in my country), and the first "concertinista" that I found, who lives
in Rome and is also a master of the Irish tenor banjo, learnt to play
the Anglo in the early 1980s with the help of a CD and later by
taking part in international workshops.
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The region of Lazio around Rome therefore seems to be the focus of
the popularity of the concertina (for the type of music in which it is
used, the Anglo is still the most widely used system) and the
concentration of concertina players in the centre of Italy has meant
that in the early 2000s their enthusiasm resulted in invitations to
artists of the calibre of Mary MacNamara, Jason O'Rourke and Caitlin
Nic Gabhann (who also collaborates with the Birkin Tree, an Italian
musical band of Irish traditional music) to the Irish Fladh organised
in Rome.
For three years running, another residential festival of Irish music,
San Benedetto In Alpe (Folkfest) has featured the concertina
offering the opportunity of meeting and attending lessons with
Claire Keville.
From my interviews, one of the motives which seems to be
fundamental to the spread of the Anglo system in Italy, specifically
linked to the "Irish Concertina", in addition to the number of
festivals I have mentioned, is the advantage of having available so
much teaching material which is easy to find, also online, and the
large number of performances.
However, these facts apply specifically to the Anglo concertina,
which in my country is fundamentally represented by the G/C
system built by various European and American manufacturers; the
same is not true for the English.
Up to now, even after my investigations, there are in fact only two
of us who are players of the English concertina, both living in
northern Italy, one in Genoa (in the Liguria region) and one (the
writer of the article) in Milan (in the Lombardy region). Without
reference to musicians or teaching material for the English
concertina in our country we have independently approached this
instrument in recent years, from a shared interest in being able to
play a chromatic instrument suitable for various musical repertoires.
With his absolutely remarkable depth of musical technique, I think it
interesting to start by repeating what Maestro Sirio Restani of
Genoa said to me, happy to be able to contribute his testimony to
the ICA's Concertina World. He is a professional musician, organist,
harpsichordist and pianist, and for 30 years has been Maestro di
Sala at the Teatro Carlo Felice of Genoa.
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Having discovered by chance the diatonic accordion he started to
play it by contact with popular music and especially with the
technique related to the free reeds. Subsequently, fascinated by its
characteristic sound, he moved on to a bisonic bandoneon "142"
with which he gave a number of concerts and made recordings, both
as a soloist and with his group "La Compania dell'Allambiq".
Through contact with the world of the bandoneon he also discovered
the existence of the concertina and found the English perfect for his
artistic requirements.
Through the internet he purchased a 37-button Marcus, he was
enamoured with the potential of the instrument and decided to also
order a 48-button Suttner, another treble, with metal ends, which
he plays today.
Having such a wealth of experience and technique, he undertook the
study of the concertina totally self-taught, however perfecting its
use by analysing videos of Simon Thoumire and Alistair Anderson on
YouTube.
Sirio Restani and Ilaria Bruzzone on viola (PS)

Here are some video links for Maestro Restani:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJUcLNTXm2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E9p7CfmrUnQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jOf8qtwlqwE
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As for the author, on the other hand, the discovery of the concertina
occurred by chance on YouTube some years ago. Intrigued by this
small reed instrument I began to research this "squeeze box" which
I had not seen before. Thanks to various Italian online forums for
Irish music I was able to find a musician who played it and I was
thus able to see and hear live an Anglo. Fascinated by the sound
and the object itself, I did however find it limited in its use for the
repertoire that I was already playing on another instrument.
I therefore decided to further acquaint myself with the English
concertina by buying a Lachenal with brass reeds to study and
restore. Thanks to D D Elliott's invaluable manual and to the
availability of spare parts I restored the instrument and began to
play it. Since then I have been able to improve my technique by
Skype lessons with Jim Lucas, I am the happy player of an
extended-treble Edeophone (also repaired by me) and of a
Wheatstone 22 purchased in perfect condition from Barleycorn.
With these instruments I am able to wander from Irish traditional
music to other genres, enjoying myself like any other amateur
musician.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z21BfLpxOvo
Surprisingly I have not however found an Italian musician who plays
the Duet, although if I move on to the subject of manufacturers,
there is in Italy one of the few makers of modern concertinas with
the Hayden-Duet system. I am referring to the "STAGI" brand
produced and distributed by Brunner Musica. This Italian brand
originated in 1960 when Mr Bastari, a native of Genoa living in
Ancona, had the idea of starting production of Anglo and English
concertinas in collaboration with an English craftsman who had
moved to Italy.
It would seem that it was the first company to make and sell Hybrid
concertinas, or rather instruments with reeds of the diatonic
accordion (of which Italy is one of the main producers). In 1996 the
Bastari company was taken over and relocated to Recanati where it
is still in business. Today the production of concertinas is targetted
mainly at the foreign market (Japan, England, Ireland, USA,
Germany, France, Scandinavia, Austria, Spain, Bolivia, South Korea)
as the Italian market is almost exclusively for accordions.
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Another manufacturing company linked to the concertina, which I
found when I was restoring my first English concertina, is the
Galassi company, specialising in bellows. I was surprised to find
that an Italian company even has on its website a page specifically
for bellows for concertinas. In fact since 1980 they have been
producing custom-made bellows for all types of concertina, both
"classical" and Aeola and Edeophone models and they export
worldwide.
In conclusion I hope that this brief article on the concertina in Italy
has provided an understanding of how, even if there is only one
Italian member of the ICA, this instrument is also present and
appreciated in my country.
Also I hope that, thanks largely to the international appeal of Irish
music and to the ease of finding information on the internet,
musicians who play the concertina in Italy will increase in number in
the hope that (and this is a totally biased comment :-) ) also the
English and the Duet will become better known and appreciated.
I therefore thank the Editor of Concertina World for providing me
with this opportunity and I also thank Luca Verzulli, esteemed
flautist and concertinist, for his time and patience in acting as an
intermediary with the world of the Italian Irish Anglo Players. <>

Kettle Bridge Concertinas; Meetings
We are a group of 20+ mixed ability players who meet once or twice
a month in the WI Hall, East Farleigh, Maidstone, Kent ME15 0HG.
At present we all play English concertina, but other systems are
very welcome! We love playing band music and enjoy busking and
performing at local events and music festivals.
For more information contact Sue Walsh, Secretary, 01622 728252
Email: secretary@kettlebridgeconcertinas.org.uk
Website: www.kettlebridgeconcertinas.org.uk
See photo cover PS

<>
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DUSTING OFF THE ARCHIVES 1
From The ICA Newsletter, 021, Feb. 1957 (chosen by Paul Walker)
LET'S HAVE A LAUGH.
I dreamt I departed from this earth of care,
And stood at the Golden Gates way up there,
Where I saw St. Peter who with look of alarm,
Spotted the tina tucked under mv arm.
Said he "Theres one thing that you must get clear,
We are not having any tina playing up here,
But with your knowledge of music a harp you'll soon play, And in
very short tine you'll be on full pay
But from previous accounts I've had of you fellows,
You surely should go where there’s need of your bellows",
I stood aside saying with a look of dismay,
"It could not be heaven with no tina to play,
Could I not keep it just for a while,
Say for a few weeks to give it a trial".
Said he "If you promise you'll not touch a note,
I'll see if tomorrow we can put it to vote,
And then you will be called to play a selection,
On which will depend your chance of election".
Beethoven, Mozart and Handel called in to say,
"We've written a test piece for you to play",
The accompaniment written for ten thousand harps,
In a nice bright key of 25 sharps,
And as we are high pitch you can put it aright,
And get into step by transposing at sight".
Said I, not wishing my performance to mar,
"But couldn't you have written it in Tonic sofa",
When they departed I looked at the score,
And saw that the metre was simple three four,
I picked up my tina and started to play,
Remembering what my old Tutor would say,
"Attack" he would tell me "Its best to attack",
Then the wife said "You are bruising my back",
"And the way that you talk in your sleep is a scandle,
For goodness sake pack up calling me Handel".
SOCIAL EVENTS
Thanks to the continued support of Mr. A.C. Austin, the Social
events are still a popular item, as the last one to be held at
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Peckham on January 12th has proved. The members teamed up
with the British Legion "Talent", and an impromptu band was
formed. After dances and choruses, solos were rendered. Mr. A.H.
Austin, - Rachmaninov's "Prelude". Played in good style. A banjo
and Accordeon duet by Messrs. Hartford & Pitman. Popular airs by
C. Jeffrey, (Dagenham). Lazy Pete was played by Mr. A.C. Austin,
who however is far from lazy, and promises us another Social in the
near future.
KNOW YOUR MEMBERS NO. 8
Donald H. Pullen was always fascinated by the Anglo concertina
which his grandfather played, and when the old gentleman died, he
was given the instrument. Donald at this time was sixteen years of
age, and he soon taught himself to play it. Later he tried the piano
accordion, but became dis-satisfied with the bass, which he thought
too automatic to be musical. A few years later he met J. Hartford
whose father used to play professionally under the name of Jack
Clevoner. Mr. Hartford, soon convinced Donald that the Duet
concertina was a better instrument, and sold him a secondhand 84
key Lachenal, which he taught himself to play, using pianoforte
music. He now has two other concertinas, a 58 key and 84 key
Wheatstone. He has fitted a Selmer accordion mike into the
Lachenal, surely the first amplified concertina. It is a big success at
local dances and other engagements. Donald Pullan is now 26 years
of age, and has been playing duet concertinas for just over three
years. Members recalling his performance of Clarke's Trumpet
Voluntary at the 1956 Festival will agree that he has done very well.
He works in the family timber business, but still manages to get in
about 1½ hours practice daily, his favourite solos being Handel's
Largo, Tritsch-Tratsh Polka, Blue Danube Waltz, and the Trumpet
Voluntary already mentioned. <>
At the time:
Chairman; rev. F. Loveless
Committee present; Mr. E. Minting, Mr. H. Crabb, Mr. P. Jones and
Mr. A. Austin
Full copy of Newsletter is available from the archive. (PS)
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We are/were on HIGNFY! 4 November 2016
Roger Gawley on facebook ICA:
Many members will know the satirical BBC television programme,
Have I Got News For You. This includes a missing words round
where parts of newspaper headlines are blacked out and the
panelists invited to guess the missing words. Each week features a
guest publication and this week it will be Concertina World.
This goes out at 9pm tonight on BBC1. We supplied some recent
copies but are intrigued to find out what they will use.
Comments:
Carol Oakley: Very short, nearly blinked and missed it
ICA: They were rushing at that point. And Victoria Coren was pretty
sarcastic about concertinas. Still, it might encourage someone to
google Concertina World.
Martin Henshaw message:
If you did not watch the program "live" you can watch it online via
the BBCs IPlayer or the repeat program on Monday on BBC 1 at
22:45
Dick Glasgow: Did you see that Concertina World was featured as
the 'Guest Publication" on a recent episode of Have I got News for
You:
Have I Got News for You Series 52: Episode 5
I am sorry I cannot add more but since I am outside the UK I have
no access to the link given on facebook. BBC iplayer only works in
the UK it says. have any of your readers seen the program and
noticed the mentioning of Concertina World? PS <>
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University of West London
London College of Music Examinations
Gradings for concertina in Irish and Scottish music PS
Syllabus for Step, Graded, Recital Grades, Leisure Play, Performance
Awards, Ensemble and Performance Diploma Examinations in Irish
Traditional Music
including Bodhrán and concertina PS
2016 – 2020
LCM Examinations University of West London St Mary’s Road Ealing
London W5 5RF tel: +44 (0)20 8231 2364 email:
lcm.exams@uwl.ac.uk www.uwl.ac.uk/lcmexams Visit the LCM
music shop: lcmmusicshop.uwl.ac.uk
1.1

Coverage of this syllabus This London College of Music
Examinations syllabus is designed to prepare students for
the Graded and Performance Diploma Examinations in
Irish Traditional Music awarded by University of West
London Qualifications.

1.2
General guidelines: Irish Traditional Music
1. LCM examinations in Irish traditional music are offered in the
following subjects: solo instrumental, ensemble and bodhrán. Please
see page 42 for the bodhrán examination requirements.
2. Any syllabus infringement – for example an incorrect or nonperformance of a slow air (see point 8 below) will result in a 5 mark
deduction of the final mark.
3. Only Irish traditional music will be accepted.
4. All performances must be from memory.
5. The examination may be taken in any one of the following
instruments: fiddle, button accordion, piano accordion, melodeon,
concertina, piano, guitar, uilleann pipes, harp, banjo, mandolin,
bodhrán, whistle and flute. A candidate wishing to use an
instrument other than those listed above should write to the Chief
Examiner in Music for approval.
6. Candidates may choose their examination programme from the
following tune categories: Air (slow or lively), Jig (double, slip or
single), Reel (double or single), Slide, Polka, Hornpipe, March, Set
Dance, Fling, Barndance, Highland, Schottische, Mazurka, or pieces
by O’Carolan and other harper composers.
7. For the purpose of examination each tune should be played twice,
with each part being repeated where appropriate. Where a selection
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is required this should contain two tunes, usually, but not
necessarily, of the same type. An air (slow or lively) may be
included as the first part of a selection but should be followed by a
dance tune.
8. For the purpose of examination a Slow Air is totally free form and
does not have a measured pulse. Examples may be found in the
Sample Repertoire lists from page 24.
9. The candidate is allowed to choose the repertoire for each
examination: please refer to the Grade Descriptions & Guidelines
from page 17 onwards for suggestions on choosing appropriate
repertoire for each grade.
10. All regional styles will be accepted and regarded as equally
valid.
11. It is expected that candidates playing instruments with
harmonic accompaniment or bass should show some facility in its
use even in the earliest grades.
12. Uilleann pipers should display a mastery of the drones by at
latest Grade 8 and demonstrate an ability to use a full set of pipes
at diploma level.
13. Players of banjo, mandolin or similar instruments, may present
a ‘lively’ air rather than a ‘slow’ air where this is a requirement in an
examination.
14. Accompanists are permitted for solo grade examinations or
diplomas, but only for the Performance component of grade
examinations.
15. The candidate should present the examiner with a complete list
of the pieces chosen for all examinations. The list should include the
tune names and the tune types.
16. The repertoire component is included at each grade to
encourage the acquisition of a large tune repertoire. Candidates
should endeavour to present as wide a variety of tune types in this
section as possible.
17. The supplementary tests are designed to develop aural
perception and general awareness of the elements of Irish
traditional music. In tests involving beating time the candidate may
clap or tap in time to the music. The notation skill test in the
diploma examinations is included to encourage candidates to
develop music notation reading skills. Irish traditional music is an
aural tradition, but a facility in music notation can provide access to
the wide repertoire of printed collections and allow for analysis and
study.
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18. In Grades 1–8, the examination will proceed in the order given
in the syllabus, namely Performance – Repertoire – Supplementary
Tests.
19. If possible instruments should be tuned before candidates enter
the examination room.
20. A list of Readings in Irish traditional music is available from the
LCM Examinations website.

Syllabus for Step, Graded, Leisure Play, Ensemble and Performance
Diploma Examinations in
Irish and Scottish Traditional Music
2009-2017

1.3

Coverage of this syllabus This London College of Music
Examinations syllabus is designed to prepare students for
the Graded and Performance Diploma Examinations in
Irish and Scottish Traditional Music awarded by University
of West London Qualifications.

1.4

Validity of this syllabus The Scottish Traditional
syllabus is valid from 1 January 2009 until 31 December
2017. Please note that due to the release of a new Irish
Traditional Syllabus, this part of the syllabus is valid until
31 December 2016. The new syllabus is available as a
separate download on the website or from the LCM
Exams office.

1.5
General guidelines: Scottish Traditional Music
1. LCM examinations in Scottish Traditional Music are offered in the
following subjects: solo instrumental or voice, and ensemble.
2. Only Scottish traditional music will be accepted.
3. All performances must be from memory.
4. The examination may be taken in any one of the following
instruments: fiddle, cello, double bass, button accordion, piano
accordion, melodeon, concertina, electronic keyboard, piano,
Lowland and Highland pipes, harp, whistle, flute, guitar, and voice.
A candidate wishing to use an instrument other than those listed
above should write to the Chief Examiner in Music for approval.
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5. Candidates may choose their examination programme from the
following tune categories: Air (slow or lively), Jig (double or single),
Reel (double or single), Hornpipe, Polka, March, Schottische,
Strathspey, Slow Strathspey, Pastoral or Lament. Other similar tune
types relating to particular instruments or voice are also acceptable.
6. For the purpose of examination, instrumentalists should play each
tune twice, with each part being repeated where appropriate. Where
a selection or set is required this should contain 2 tunes. An air may
be included as the first part of a selection or set but should be
followed by a dance tune. Singers need only sing each song once;
where a selection or set is required by the syllabus, they should sing
two songs.
7. The candidate is allowed to choose the repertoire for each
examination. • The Step examination is seen as an introductory
examination and the repertoire for this should be selected from the
easier elements of the tradition. Suggestions include easy airs,
marches, polkas or single reels – these categories are mentioned as
a guide to standard only and should not be considered as obligatory.
Credit will be given for basic instrumental or vocal control, note and
rhythmic security, fluency, phrasing and a sense of style. • At Grade
Two standard the candidate will be expected to present more
demanding pieces, including (for instrumentalists) at least one tune
from the categories of hornpipe, jig or reel. No ornamentation is
expected at this stage but again fluency and a sense of style will be
required. • At Grade Four some easy forms of embellishment will be
expected as appropriate to the repertoire. • At Grade Six level a
more demanding repertoire should be selected and more intricate
ornaments included as appropriate. • At Grade Eight level an
individual performance is anticipated with appropriate use of
ornamentation and variation as appropriate. In all examinations the
candidates should endeavour to present a balanced and contrasting
programme.
8. All regional styles will be accepted and regarded as equally valid.
9. It is expected that candidates playing instruments with harmonic
accompaniment or bass should show some facility in its use even
from the earliest stages.
10. Accompanists are allowed if appropriate for solo grades or
diplomas.
11. The repertoire component is included at each grade to
encourage the acquisition of a large tune repertoire. Candidates
should endeavour to present as wide a variety of tune types or
songs in this section as possible. The candidate should give the
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examiner a list of the chosen repertoire, from which the examiner
will choose a number of items to be performed.
12. The supplementary tests at grade and diploma level are
designed to develop aural perception and general awareness of the
elements of traditional music. In tests involving beating time the
candidate may clap or tap in time to the music. The notation skill
test in the diploma examinations is included to encourage
candidates to develop music notation reading skills. A facility in
music notation can provide access to the wide repertoire of printed
collections and allow for analysis and study.
13. A list of Suggested Repertoire is available from LCM
Examinations.
http://www.uwl.ac.uk/academic-schools/music/lcmexams/download-syllabus
<>
A Concertina Player’s Experiences Studying for a Masters
Degree in Composition
Anne Gregson
Some of you may remember my earlier articles describing my
experiences as a music student at Bath Spa University. My last
article appeared in the September 2014 Concertina World when I
had just completed a BA (Mus) degree and was about to start on a
Masters degree in composition.
Eight years ago I went to university for the first time in my life.
One reason I am writing for Concertina World is to encourage others
who may be thinking of following the same path and to say that it’s
never too late. The university allowed me to study music part-time,
taking six years over the BA (Mus) course, which gave me extra
time to really make the most of my experiences there. I then took
two years over the Masters course in composition, which the
university encourage people to do part-time if possible, so I wasn’t
the only part-timer this time.
One of the great things about both courses is that every
composition has to be performed live. In my last article I listed
some of the highlights of the BA (Mus) course and things that I had
achieved as a result of it so I’ll now tell you about what I did during
the Masters course. I composed a piece for solo violin, which was
performed by visiting professional violinist Darragh Morgan. I also
composed two pieces for a mixed instrumental ensemble of music
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students including myself on baritone concertina. I also wrote a
string quartet which was performed by the Kreutzer String Quartet
at a concert at the university.
My earlier articles described an opera which I wrote based on a
mummers play which included the legendary character, King Bladud,
who allegedly founded the city of Bath. I had always wanted to write
a companion piece telling the story of Bladud in detail. The Masters
course included a collaboration assignment so I set about writing a
song-cycle called ‘Bladud Retold’ collaborating with the poet Keri
Hendy, who was the Bard of Bath at that time. The work is for two
singers, a tenor to be Bladud and a soprano to sing the dual roles of
Bladud’s Mother and Sulis, plus a string quartet. Part of Keri’s bardic
duties required her to put on a concert which included poetry and
storytelling so she chose to make it a celebration of water and she
arranged for the concert to be a Bath Fringe Festival event. The
story of King Bladud fitted well with the theme so we decided to
make the song cycle part of the concert. The day before the concert
it became apparent that the soprano might be losing her voice so I
would need to sing her part instead of conducting which had been
my original intention; therefore I looked for a conductor who could
do it at very short notice and fortunately one of the university
lecturers agreed to do it and very well he did it too.
Another of our assignments was to give a presentation to the artistic
director of Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival. I described an
idea to him in which the church bells at the centre of Huddersfield
could be used as part of an ensemble with a large band of brass
instruments playing and processing around the church. Later on I
researched into church bells and bellringing to see whether church
bells could really be used as part of an ensemble with other
instruments and I wrote a 5000 word essay on the subject. I
discovered many restrictions on the music that can be produced by
bells rung in the usual way, so I realised that my idea for the festival
was not practical. I also experimented with brass instruments
playing while church bells were ringing in order to find out whether
they were loud enough and my conclusion was that it would take a
very large brass band to compete with church bells. However I did
discover a way to make it work using a device called Ellacombe
chimes. The Rev. H.T. Ellacombe was the Vicar of St Mary’s Church,
Bitton (between Bristol and Bath) from 1817 to 1850. Ellacombe
invented the method so that one person could ring the bells alone,
although as the chimes use normal church bells they can also be
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rung in the usual way when needed. Unlike bells played in the
conventional manner the chimes can be used to play tunes. The
bells do not swing as they do in traditional bellringing but are static
and are struck by hammers attached to a different set of ropes than
those normally used to ring the bells. This results in a slight
difference in the sound quality and the bells sound quieter which
enables musical instruments played in the churchyard to be audible
whereas they would be drowned out by the volume of bells rung in
the traditional way. I wrote three compositions for Ellacombe
chimes, one for solo Ellacombe chimes and two compositions for
Ellacombe chimes plus three instruments, violin, flute and
harmonium which were played in the churchyard about thirty metres
from the church. All the pieces were performed at the church in
Bitton, although there are about two hundred sets of Ellacombe
chimes in the country.
Two of the instrumentalists who played in the churchyard were
experienced at overtone singing, a way in which the overtones or
harmonics of a note are amplified so that we hear two notes at
once, the fundamental and a high note above it. Therefore I
composed two pieces for them, an unaccompanied duet for the two
overtone singers and a song without words for one overtone singer
accompanied by harmonium.
I wrote two settings of poems. One is an unaccompanied solo song
from the poem ‘Everyone Sang’, by Siegfried Sassoon, which I
performed myself. The other is a song for soprano, flute and piano,
from a poem called ‘Music’ by Amy Lowell which describes a girl’s
reaction to hearing beautiful flute music drifting through her window
as she goes to sleep and her disappointment when she sees that the
flautist is not the handsome young man she was imagining him to
be.
I feel that I have gained a tremendous amount from the two courses
and developed as a composer. The university have pushed me into
doing things I wouldn’t otherwise have dared to do or known where
to start.
If you would like to hear some of my music you can find some on
my website www.annegregson.co.uk, and click on the ‘Listen’ tab.
<>
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SONG RESOURCES

WEB
COMPILED BY MARTIN GRAEBE

ON THE

The most useful site of them all! www.vwml.org
2013 has seen a complete overhaul of the English Folk Dance and
Song Society (EFDSS) website(www.efdss.org) and the creation of
a new, sepatare website for the Vaughan Williams Memorial Library
(VWML). This has coincided with the launch of the ‘Full English
project and its size, content and quality are such that it is of
unparalleled value for researchers interested in English traditional
song. Features of the site now include:
·
The Full English collefction of the manuscripts of nineteen
folk song collectors who worked in England. Fully searchable
and with an interesting facility to show items on a map in
their correct location.
·
Cecil Sharp's Appalachian Diaries – were added to the
site to celebrate the 150th anniversary of his birth.
Transcripts by Chris Bearman have recently been added.
·
Cecil Sharp’s photographs and diaries – images of the
singers from whom he collected songs
·
The Roud Index – Steve Roud’s immensely valuable
listing of references to songs that have been collected and
where they can be found - and it is still growing
·
Study Guides – including the English Folk Song
Bibliography (2006), a listing of the most significant books
about folk songs from the Nineteenth Centiry onwards. Also
the English Folk Song Discography (2003), a listing of
significant source recordings of folk singers and their songs
AND, OF COURSE, LOTS MORE
BROADSIDE BALLADS:
There are now many sites which have collections of broadside
ballads, some of them with images of the original ballads, some with
facsimile texts that may be easier to read.
http://ballads.bodleian.ox.ac.uk
Broadside Ballads Online (Bodleian Library) – A great site has
now got even better. Search among their 30,000 broadside ballads
and, if they are there, view them as images. One of the
improvements is that you can now search by Roud number. Includes
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basic information about dates and publishers. One of the most
useful resources on the web!
http://mh.cla.umn.edu/pitts.html
Pitts Broadsides – 13 from a collection of 216 in the University of
Minnesota library, presented as plain vanilla transcribed texts. They
promised that more would be added – but none have been in the
last couple of years.
http://mh.cla.umn.edu/catnach.html
Catnach ballads – an index of the 80 (on forty sheets) from a
volume held by the University of Minnesota Library. Of these 27
have been transcribed in full as plain texts.
http://speccoll.library.kent.edu/music/ballads/streetballads
.html
Street Ballads of Victorian England – listing of a collection of 175
broadsides in the library at Kent State University, Ohio. A few of the
ballads have been scanned and can be viewed as images of the
original broadside. It would be nice if there were more.
http://www.pbm.com/~lindahl/ballads/
'Sixteenth Century Ballads - A work in progress' – this is a subset
of the web-site of the Society of Creative Anachronism (www.sca.org
) produced by Greg Lindahl. It is well worth exploring all the levels
of this site. There is an enormous amount of interest here.
http://www.nls.uk/broadsides/index.html
The Word on the Street – The National Library of Scotland’s
collection of images of 911 broadsides, browseable by subject or
title. Images can be viewed as original print, pdf or transcription.
http://special.lib.gla.ac.uk/teach/ballads/index.html
Glasgow Broadside Ballads (The Murray Collection) – Put together
by the University of Glasgow Library as part of its ‘Special
Collections’ web site. This is a nice looking site and has been
improved since first launched. The ballads are presented as
thumbnails that you can click to view a good image of the original
printed sheet. You can also click through to another website of the
same name to see additional materials, including contemporary
illustrations, performances of some of the songs by modern singers
and a lot of background material on the broadside ballad.
http://ebba.english.ucsb.edu/
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English Broadside Ballad Archive (University of California, Santa
Barbara) – I wish I understood this site better. This is a large
collection of 17th Century ballads and there is probably a lot of really
good stuff in there but I can’t find a way to navigate towards it. If
you search for ‘The’ you will get a list of more than 4000 ballads
that you can browse – but there must be a better way!
http://www.middlebury.edu/academics/lib/libcollections/collections/
special/flanders Helen Hartness Flanders Ballad Collection –
Though it is rather strangely arranged and access to the images is
quirky, this is a great collection of images of broadside ballads and
other items from the Middlebury College Library collection
bequeathed to them by Helen Hartness Flanders who collected
songs in Vermont. The link opens the page that describes the
collection. To view the images click on the ‘digital collections’ tab
and go to ‘Flanders Ballad Collection’.
http://www.crcstudio.org/streetprint/index.php
STREETPRINT: REVOLUTION

AND

ROMANTICISM –

ANOTHER COLLECTION

OF BROADSIDE BALLADS AND PRINTED SONGS FROM

CANADA –

TECHNICALLY SATISFYING, WELL DESIGNED, AND WORTH EXPLORING.

TRADITIONAL SONGS AND SINGERS
http://folkopedia.efdss.org/Song
Folkopedia – this site is steadily growing as more people contribute
to it This link takes you to the song pages, with information about
songs, singers, collectors and a load of other stuff.
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk
Tobar an Dualchais – Kist o Riches. – a wonderful site containing
over 30,000 recordings made in Scotland. An amazing site and a
remarkable record of the wealth on song in Scotland.
http://www.yorkshirefolksong.net/
The Yorkshire Garland – a fine regional collection of 128 songs
from Yorkshire as texts and as sound files. There are also, as you
would expect from any project involving Steve Gardham, excellent
notes on the provenance of the songs.
http://crixa.com/muse/songnet
Australian Folksongs – The work of Mark Gregory and described
as – ‘songs and music together with information for a good selection
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of Australian songs’. Midi sound files play through Quicktime (or
whatever your system uses).
http://www.folknortheast.com/
Folk Archive Resource North East (FARNE) – A nice collection of
material from the North-East of England, with songs and a great
deal besides. Searchable, listenable and with pictures.
http://www.informatik.unihamburg.de/~zierke/joseph.taylor/
Joseph Taylor - Another site originally started by Garry Gillard and
now moved to a new home. Contains a lot of interesting information
about one of the most famous of all folk singers.
http://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/community/folksongsintro.php
Wiltshire folk songs – this collection on the Wiltshire Libraries site
gives texts for a number of the songs collected in Wiltshire by Alfred
Williams and others. Williams didn’t record the tunes that he heard
the songs sung to but some of the other collectors, such as George
Gardiner and Geoffrey Hill, did, and for those songs the tunes are
given. There is also a section on folk plays and a calendar of folk
customs.
http://www.chivalry.com/cantaria/index.html
Cantaria – This site has grown considerably in recent months and
now provides words and sheet music for more than 260 Irish,
Scottish and English songs with recorded performances of good
quality – entertaining as well as useful
http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/amhome.html
American Memory - A Library of Congress site containing a
number of separate song resources (go to the Performing Arts
header). Once you are there it will take a little effort to find your
way through - but it is worth it to hear some great recordings (main
tip - the songs are accessed through the links in the header bar).
There is a fine collection of 19th Century song sheets.
http://www.csufresno.edu/folklore/BalladIndexTOC.html
THE BALLAD INDEX. A REFERENCE WORK WHOSE DEFINITION OF BALLAD
STRETCHES FAIRLY WIDELY BUT WHICH CONTAINS A LOT OF USEFUL
DATA.

SONG COLLECTORS:
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http://www.sbgsongs.org
Sabine Baring-Gould: Songs of the West – My own site, with
background information on Baring-Gould and his song collection,
including a number of songs.
http://www.hrionline.ac.uk/carpenter/
The James Madison Carpenter collection – The online index to
this important collection, made in Britain during the 1920s and
1930s. A huge piece of work but still(!) does not contain any song
texts or recordings.
http://www.gov.ns.ca/nsarm/virtual/creighton/
The Helen Creighton Collection – a slightly disappointing website
as it is not easy to find where stuff is. There is, though, some useful
background information and an index to the songs that Creighton
collected.
http://maxhunter.missouristate.edu/
The Max Hunter Folk Song Collection - Another fine collection of
songs from the Ozarks, recorded between 1956 and 1976. 1594
songs for you to listen to including a separate section on Child
ballads. The playback is directly on the page – no messing about
with Quicktime.
http://web.lyon.edu/wolfcollection/ozarks.htm
The John Quincy Wolf Collection – A wonderful resource at Lyon
College, Arkansas, based on the work of John Quincy Wolf who
collected songs in the Ozarks in the 1940s. There is a great list of
songs for which texts can be viewed. For many it is also possible to
listen to the original singers - Including the wonderful Almeda
Riddle. This is a top-notch site.
http://www.folktrax-archive.org/
Peter Kennedy’s folktrax website, archived as it was left when he
was died. Though it is not possible to buy recordings from this site,
the information here is of great value in understanding his
collection.
POPULAR SONG
http://levysheetmusic.mse.jhu.edu
The Lester S Levy Collection – a large collection (29,000 images)
of American sheet music from 1780 to 1980 at the Johns Hopkins
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University. A nicely designed site with clickable images of the whole
of the piece.
http://scriptorium.lib.duke.edu/sheetmusic/
Historic American Sheet Music - another sheet music collection,
this time at Duke University. Contains 1800 American broadsides
and song sheets from the 19th Century. These can be searched, but
not browsed – which makes it less useful than it could be.
http://www.nla.gov.au/music/
A collection of 19th Century sheet music from Australia. Many of
the songs are actually transnational so can be a useful source in
searches related to the UK.
http://www.musichallcds.com
Windyridge CDs site – actually a catalogue of CDs for sale of music
hall and variety performers but also includes useful background,
pictures and biographies of music hall performers.
http://www.monologues.co.uk
Make ’em laugh – not song but I had to put it in anyway. A nice
collection of monologues put together by Paul Wilkinson. Includes
classics performed by Marriot Edgar, Stanley Holloway, Billy Bennett
and others.
GUIDES:
http://www.englishfolkinfo.org.uk/folkmus.html
Martin Nail's guide to folk clubs, musicians and everything in the
UK - a very useful reference.
ORGANISATIONS:
http://lcweb.loc.gov/folklife
American Folklife Centre – Part of the Library of Congress
website and an important source of information about recordings of
American culture.
http://www.itma.ie
Irish Traditional Music Association (ITMA) web site. This site
has expanded considerably in the last year with some wonderful
digital resources – pictures, sound and print. Allow time for a long
visit!
http://blpc.bl.uk
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The British Library public catalogue - search for publications and
find out about other services. This is an awfully big website and it is,
frankly, very hard to find anything! You might be interested to know
about the British Library Sound Archive, which holds a number of
collections made by 20th Century collectors. My favourite items,
though, are the wax cylinders that actually belong to EFDSS and
every time I would spend 20 minutes looking for so last year I
bookmarked them – so here is that link: EFDSS Wax Cylinders in
BLSA.
http://www.tradsong.org
TRADITIONAL SONG FORUM – AN

INFORMAL ORGANISATION FOR THOSE

INTERESTED IN FINDING OUT MORE ABOUT FOLK SONG.

THIS

LIST WAS A

PRODUCT OF ONE OF THEIR MEETINGS.

ENTHUSIASTS SITES:
http://mudcat.org
The Digital Tradition - hard to classify, since it has grown so far
beyond Dick and Susan Greenhaus’ original vision for a digital
collection of songs. The database is a very useful resource and the
associated discussion group is, at its best, a great way to get
information.
http://ingeb.org/folksong.html
German and international songs - part of Frank Petersohn's
amazing site. Contains a mix of songs, some folkier than others.
Also midi files of many of the tunes. Worth exploring on a rainy day.
http://www.thecopperfamily.com
The Copper Family – originally compiled by Gary Gillard, now run
by the family themselves. News, merchandise and transcriptions of
several of their songs.
http://www.stolaf.edu/people/hend/songs/BawdyBroadsid
es.html
Bawdy Broadsides – Stewart Hendrickson, a folk enthusiast from
Seattle, has put together a small collection of bawdy broadsides as
well as a few fiddle tunes.
http://www.lukehistory.com/resources/ballads.html
Blackletter Ballads - A resource designed for 17th Century reenactment enthusiasts, this section gives as part of the background
a small collection of 17th Century black letter ballads.
http://www.contemplator.com/folk.html
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The Contemplator (Lesley Nelson-Burns) has assembled this
collection of folk music of England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales and
America. Nice design and midis that play as you view (not so keen
on that personally) or can be downloaded. Songs in various
categories (Sea, War, America etc.) as well as some useful links.
Another place for a rainy day! McAfee Site Advisor, however, is
warning me that this is a ‘dangerous site’, because it exhibited some
risky behaviours.
http://songbook1.tripod.com
Songs collected by Donagh McDonagh - Niall McDonagh's
compilation of the texts over 300 Irish songs from his father’s
collection as sent in to him as a result of his programme 'Ireland is
Singing' on Radio Eirann. No tunes are given and the sources are
not well documented but the site is indexed and there are some
unusual variants here.
http://www.csufresno.edu/folklore/Olson/
The late Bruce Olsen's web site - his motto quoted at the end of
the index page is 'keep at it, muddling through always works’. Well,
this site is a glorious idiosyncratic muddle with a lot of good stuff on
ballads and folk song touched by wisdom.
ON-LINE MAGAZINES:
http://www.mustrad.org.uk
Musical Traditions – Rod Stradling's magnum opus. Now contains
250 articles on folk-related topics.
"OTHER":
http://www.afolksongaday.com/
Folk Song a Day – Jon Boden’s remarkable project, performing a
new song every day and putting it on-line here with notes. Brilliant
idea from this innovative musician.
http://www.pbm.com/~lindahl/ravenscroft/
The Music of Thomas Ravenscroft – Another great piece of work
by Greg Lindahl who has put together a site dedicated to Thomas
Ravenscroft with facsimiles of Pammelia, Deuteromelia, Melismata
and a great deal besides. A very useful reference for early music.
Also a number of other links to explore.
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http://www.cyberhymnal.org
NetHymnal - (formerly the Cyberhymnal) a collection of popular
hymns listed alphabetically and searchable. Midis playable for each
hymn. Includes biographical details for the writer/composer.
http://www.folkplay.info/index.htm
Folk Play Research Home Page - A wonderful collection of material
about traditional plays from the Traditional Drama Research Group.
The site includes about 230 play texts as well as images, 2500 links
to relevant sites and lots more laid out in an exemplary fashion. A
very active and well maintained site.
http://www.copac.ac.uk
COPAC – The National, Academic, and Specialist Library Catalogue
is a search engine for the online catalogues of many of the largest
university research libraries in the UK and Ireland plus the British
Library. The article you are looking for may be among the 36 million
records they have on this site.
http://www.familysearch.org
Family history – free site operated by the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints with family history, family tree, and genealogy
records and resources from around the World. Searchable on-line
version of the 1881 census as well as other useful material for
tracking down singers
http://freecen.rootsweb.com/index.html
UK CENSUS ON-LINE - PATCHY COVERAGE OF THE UK 1891 CENSUS. IF
YOU ARE LUCKY THE TRANSCRIPTION WILL COVER THE AREA YOU ARE
LOOKING FOR

(DEVON

AND

CORNWALL

ARE QUITE WELL COVERED) BUT

THIS IS BEING DONE BY VOLUNTEERS AND IS VERY MUCH WORK IN
PROGRESS.

IT

IS ALSO HARD TO NAVIGATE SUCCESSFULLY.

BOOKS ON LINE:
There are a number of sites where it is possible to read and
download the full texts of major folk song collections. Three of them
are:
http://books.google.com/
Google Books – It is hard to love this site with its ‘snippet views’,
‘no previews’ and partial texts – just occasionally it redeems itself,
but it is an awful site. Google could definitely do better, but show no
sign of wanting to do so. And working out which books you can
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actually open on the site is very difficult. There! I’ve got it off my
chest. But some people seem to like it so I will leave it on the list.
http://www.gutenberg.org
Project Gutenberg – transcriptions of books (which are well done),
rather than images of texts. There are not so many books on this
site, but it is definitely worth a look.
http://www.archive.org
The Internet Archive – probably the second most useful site for
folk research on the Internet. Contains a large number of scanned
books, including most of the major folk song collections from the
19th and early 20th Century. Scans on this site are generally of a
high standard though some that have been made by Google are
often incomplete and erratic. The online reader is excellent and has
a very good search facility with a clever visual indicator ribbon. A
text only version is available but the OCR transcriptions tend to be
poor. Books can be downloaded in pdf, Kindle or other formats to
read off-line. There are also a number of other folk related
recordings and videos as well as archived websites. I visit this site
most days when I’m doing research – brilliant!
Published for the Traditional Song Forum by Greenjack Publications,
100, Cheltenham Road, Gloucester, GL2 0LX
e-mail: martin.graebe@btinternet.com
Phone: 01452 523861
Material in this book may be used freely with appropriate
acknowledgement to the original sources
(this is what I have done PS)

<>
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A Selection of Folkfestivals in January and february 2017

Straw Bear Festival - 13th Jan 2017 - Whittlesea,
Cambridgeshire
Bradford Roots Festival - 14th Jan 2017 - Bradford, Wiltshire
Halsway Winter Warmer - 16th Jan 2017 - Halsway Manor,
Crowcombe, Somerset
Gloucester Cajun and Zydeco Festival - 27th Jan 2017 Gloucester, Gloucestershire
Folk at the Riverside - 4th Feb 2017 - Stratford St.
Andrew,IP17 1LN, Suffolk
Love Folk Festival - 10th Feb 2017 - Southport, Merseyside
Emade Winter Festival - 17th Feb 2017 - Kinnersley Castle,
Herefordshire
Bursledon Music Festival - 25th Feb 2017 - Bursledon, SO31
8BZ, Hampshire
February Folk Day - 25th Feb 2017 - Chester, CH2 3AU,
Cheshire
Swanage Blues Festival - 2nd Mar 2017 - Swanage, Dorset
Moonbeams Winter Gathering - 3rd Mar 2017 - Driffield,

Yorkshire
Yorkshire Cajun & Zydeco - 17th Mar 2017 - Malton,
Yorkshire
For more information visit webpage:
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The ICA wish to congratulate Lyn and Peter Law on 40 year
continuous ICA membership.
Below is a résumé of their life with concertinas.
The photos are of Lyn and me
together with a concertina playing
friend Liz Raymont plus a few of our
concertinas! Liz is the one in the red
top. The concertinas at the base of the
stack are two Basses and a Baritone
that Lyn and I play to accompany the
John Moore Quire (a West Gallery
Quire in Shropshire). A few years ago
we also played them with the Hoofield
Squeezers Concertina Band, now
unfortunately no longer in existence.
The trebles at the top of the stack are
Lyn's Aeola and Liz's Crane Duet.
I first became interested in
concertinas when I was at university
in Leeds in the sixties and heard them
played at a folk club, but I never actually bought one until about
1974 when I saw one in an antique shop in Llangollen and bought it
for the grand sum of £15. By that time I was married to Lyn and we
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were working at an Outdoor Centre where I was a mountaineering
and caving instructor. We used to go to several folk clubs, and had
listened to a BBC radio programme which had Neil Wayne talking
about concertinas. That re-ignited the interest in concertinas and by
a happy coincidence the Lachenal McCann Duet appeared in the
Llangollen antique shop.
There then followed a period of self-teaching using the Frank Butler
tutor for the English concertina and my home-made Duet fingering
chart. There was the complication of having to find a tuner for the
Lachenal, but Neil Wayne directed me first to an accordion tuner in
Birmingham and then to Steve Dickinson, then in Milton Keynes.
Eventually I became able to play a few tunes and purchased a good
Wheatstone McCann Duet via Steve. Now we had a few contacts and
Lyn also got an English Concertina and became proficient using the
Frank Butler book. We also joined the ICA at this time - I still have
the letter from John Hutcherson welcoming us as members dated
31st March 1976.
With both of us playing we made good progress and we started
going to Concertina Weekends at Witney and Halsway Manor. We
also started playing for Kinnerton Morris Men, which was a big leap
because we had to learn the tunes and do without the written
music! Lyn then joined Helath Wen Morris to dance and I was able
to play in their band. This led to the formation of a Ceilidh Band and
we had great fun playing for village dances and weddings for a
number of years.
On one occasion when we were playing for Kinnerton Morris we met
Alan Clarke who was an English Concertina player with Manchester
Morris and also Britannia Coconut Dancers. This chance meeting led
to a long friendship with Alan until his death about three years
ago. Alan was interested in my Duet Concertina and we visited him
at his home in Bury. By that time I was the owner of several Duets
and Alan was interested in getting one and wanted to do a deal.
While Alan and I were discussing the deal, Lyn had been playing one
of Alan's concertinas (a 29 key Wheatstone Bass) and had fallen in
love with it. To cut a long story short, Alan ended up with an 81 key
Wheatstone Duet and Lyn got the Bass. Eventually Lyn bought a
Baritone and I took over the Bass (these are two of the instruments
in the photo).
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Now we were Bass and Baritone players and naturally progressed to
playing Concertina Band Music. The Hoofield Squeezers were formed
when we met John and Dawn Lindsay, who lived at Hoofield near
Chester. The Lindsay's had found us via Jenny Cox when they were
looking for a concertina tutor for their daughter who was a
competent flute player and readily took to the concertina. As the
Hoofield Squeezers we met once a week and played a wide range of
music including some of the old Concertina Band favourites. The
band was augmented when Dave Bissitt joined even though he had
to drive from Welshpool every week to be with us.
The Hoofield Squeezers is now disbanded and John and Dawn live in
Dorset, but we should have a reunion sometime! Our main
concertina interest now is the John Moore Quire (the "Q" of quire
indicating that it is a West Gallery choir which is made up of both
singers and instrumentalists as in the old church choirs which used
to sing and play from the West Gallery of the church before village
churches had organs). Concertinas are slightly anachronistic for use
in a West Gallery Quire as they were invented right at the end of the
West Gallery period, but the sound fits in well especially the bass
instruments as they make a good Cello, Bass Viol or Serpent
substitute - bass instruments were always popular in the Gallery
Bands - and still are!
Our next outing with the concertinas is next weekend when we
journey to Sheffield for the Festival of Village Carols to be part
of the "orchestra" to accompany the traditional carols of the area.
The choir of something like 400 singers plus the orchestra makes for
a really spine-tingling sound. We have attended the festival for
many years now, but Lyn feels it might be the last time she will be
able to play the concertina there - Parkinson's is taking its toll and
her fingers sometimes refuse to obey orders.
This has been a brief history of our life with concertinas which
has been very interesting and entertaining, has led us in unexpected
directions and allowed us to meet a lot of interesting people!
Lyn and Peter Law <>
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New members joining during 2016
The ICA wish to welcome the following members.
All are UK resident unless otherwise stated.
Wendy Barkess
Mick Bramich
Robert Bruce-Chwatt
Jan Bundy
Colin Cater
Rosemary Chapman
Diana Cooper
Tracy Cornish
R Dailly
Phyllis Ellendman – Oregon USA
John Hewitt – British Columbia Canada
Joanne Hobbis
Sheelagh Illingoorth
Michael Jones
Ralph Krog – Texas USA
Jean Claude Laprise – Ontario Canada
Georg Leugner-Gradl – Germany
Robert MacDonald
Helen Mann-Ray
Edward Mason
Sean Minnie – Texas USA
Ian Read
Melissa Serenda – Iowa USA
W. Stanton
Rhona Stevens
William Tell – Maryland USA
Sharon Turner
Alex Wade
Derek Walker
Susan Walsh
Terry White
David Wilson
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JAMES STRETTON
James is a Warwickshire man. Born in 1967, he
flourished in that county’s music system to
perform Bach’s notorious Second Brandenburg
Concerto by the age of 17. Under the expert
guidance of Norman Burgess, Iaan Wilson and
principal Philip Jones, James went on to study
trumpet & piano at Trinity College of Music. He
is a Licentiate, Graduate and Fellow of Trinity
College.
In the brass band world James was formerly a member of the
Grimethorpe Colliery and Black Dyke bands. Somewhat unusually
for a trumpeter, he also plays every member of the brass family and
regularly tours multi-brass shows and workshops under the
“Brassed Up” title. Visit Youtube for his work to listen to.
Today James shares his time between performing, leading
workshops, private teaching, composing, adjudicating and touring
the world as a Trinity College music examiner. He lives on a farm in
Nottinghamshire with his wife Claire and their six cats.
J25 met James (below far left) at the Taunton music festival in Feb
2016 where he was adjudicating. We managed to intrigue him with
our instruments and impress him with solos, duets and full band.
We are delighted to welcome him to Banding Together.
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Subscriptions are now due for 2017
On the back of this page is a Membership Form, and Standing Order Form for UK
residents.
Subscription rates are:
UK Individual
£20.00
Europe Individual
£23.00
Overseas Individual £26.00

Family £30.00
Family £34.00
Family £39.00

Junior £4.50
Junior £6.00
Junior £9.00

All members paying by Standing Order, BACS or by other electronic means (but not
PayPal) should notify the Membership Secretary by email (subject "ICA Membership
2017" or by letter, stating – Member's name, membership number, amount paid in
English Pounds, and quoting the payment reference.
Any members who have changed their postal or email address in the last 12 months
should inform the Membership Secretary by email or by completing and posting the
Membership Form to be found on the back page of this issue of Concertina World or
in downloadable form on the ICA website (www.concertina.org) under ICA
Membership.
Members resident outside the UK should pay by PayPal in English Pounds via the
ICA website www.concertina.org - Membership Page. It is not necessary to have a
PayPal Account.
UK Members are encouraged not to pay by PayPal because it charges the ICA a
transaction fee but if it is easier for you that will be fine. The ICA's preference is for
payment by standing order, online bank transfer, or cheque in that order. The bank
account details are on the inside front cover. It is essential that electronic bank
transfers or counter remittances include your FULL SURNAME and INITIAL in the
payee reference field, and your membership number if known and it will fit in. Those
still preferring to pay by cheque should write their full name and address on the back
of the cheque, along with membership number if known, and post it to the
Membership Secretary at the address on the inside front cover.
Martin Henshaw (Membership Secretary)
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West Country Concertina Players
17 - 19 March 2017
Kilve (see inside cover)

AGM of the
International Concertina Association
22 April 2017
with West Midlands Concertina Group

Scandinavian Squeeze-In
April 28-30, 2017
www.nonce.dk/SSI
Email: ssi@nonce.dk

Swaledale Concertina weekend
19 -21 May 2017
www.swaledalesqueeze.org.uk/

Arran Concertina Event
6 - 9 October 2017

List of Local Groups, events and players
on the website
www.concertina.org

